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This article will start by introducing two central concepts of the data-generating analytics, namely, “data generating vs data collected” and “data-generating sources vs datasets.” The article explains this distinction and the steps taken to create data-generating datasets. In this process, the article
demonstrates how to implement a data-generating analytics to analyze data that have been collected from different online sources using data-generating sources. The different mechanisms of the analysis are then explained. Digitization is increasingly arriving in rural places in the Global South. Initial
popular adoption of online technologies was a critical component of the agrarian reform movement in Latin America and Asia and the Arab Spring, among other movements. Likewise, the recent advent of smartphone use is a catalyst for rural changes that could well be described as digital, both in the
narrow sense of the term and in a more general sense of connective, vernacular practices. Experiences of farmers, landless laborers, and commercial peasants, as well as the practices and technology they employ, are increasingly mediated by social media, Internet access, and mobile phones.
Establishing this agent was just the first step. Another challenge was to find villagers in her village who were online. There was no lack of data, but none of the villagers were online—few had mobile phones. The village administrator was one of the few locals with a Facebook account who was also willing
to act as an informant. A primary motive for this work was to understand how information technologies shape a novel agrarian economic paradigm, a process of capital accumulation through digital localism. I will later discuss this process in greater detail.
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